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Burst cancer is widely spread pathology, worldwide. Some types of cancer are hard to detect and cure,

tnbc is among them. Molecular genetics methodology may contribute a lot in the problem. We studied the

Wnt-cascade gene expression database of three types of patients: tnbc (118 entries), non-tnbc (852 entries)

and healthy women (112 entries). The database was provided by Prof. Vladimir Katanaev from Geneva

University. Due to database inconsistency, few genes have been removed from the consideration, so that we

dealt with 68 genes. Standard techniques of statistical analysis fail to distinguish properly non-tnbc from

tnbc patients [1].

We used elastic map technique that provides almost perfect clustering for non-tnbc, tnbc and healthy

patients. It has been found that an incomplete set of genes provides similar (or even the same) clustering,

as the full set of them does. Hence, we tried to identify the minimal set of genes still providing the cluster-

ing with high resolution of non-tnbc, tnbc and healthy patients. Obviously, such minimal subset could be

ambiguous.

To figure out the minimal subset of genes still yielding the reasonable clustering with good determination

of those three groups of patients, we generated a series of subsets of various abundance of the genes involved

into the clustering implementation. Each series comprises as many, as 50 different samplings from the

original database. The number of genes included into the samplings varied from 68 (a single set of genes)

through 34, 16, 8 and 4.

It was found that three sets of 8 genes yield the clusterings with minor deviations from that one provided

over the complete set of genes. Other subsets of this capacity failed to provide a proper clustering. This fact

means that the set of genes of Wnt-cascade is redundant, from the point of view of revealing the pathology

standing behind the difference in genes expression. Obviously, the cascade set may not be claimed as

redundant, from the point of view of functioning of the network. Apparently, this duality conspires the good

identification of tnbc patients with linear statistics techniques.
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